The Maximal Covering Location Problem (MCLP) maximizes the population that has a facility within a maximum travel distance or time. Numerous extensions have been proposed to enhance its applicability, like the probabilistic model for the maximum covering locationallocation with constraint in waiting time or queue length for congested systems, with one or more servers per service center. This paper presents one solution procedure for that probabilistic model, considering one server per center, using a Hybrid Heuristic known as Clustering Search (CS), that consists of detecting promising search areas based on clustering. The computational tests provide results for network instances with up to 818 vertices.
Introduction
The Maximal Covering Location Problem (MCLP) has been extensively studied in the literature since its formularization by [Church and ReVelle (1974) ]. The main objective of the MCLP is to choose the location of facilities to maximize the population that has a facility within a maximum travel distance (or time). Thus, a population is considered covered if it is within a predefined service distance (or time) of at least one of the existing facilities. The MCLP does not require that all demand areas be covered, but offers service to the maximum population, considering the available resources.
Since its proposal, numerous extensions of the MCLP have been proposed to enhance its applicability, both in public and private sectors. Applications range from emergency services [Eaton et. al. (1986) ] [Current and O'Kelly (1992) ], hierarchical health [Moore and ReVelle (1982) ], air pollution control [Hougland and Stephens (1976) ], to congested systems [Marianov and Serra (1998) ] [Marianov and Serra (2001) ]. Solutions methods for the MCLP include linear programming relaxation [Church and ReVelle (1974) ], greedy heuristics [Daskin (1995) ], Lagrangean Relaxation [Galvão and ReVelle (1996) ], the Lagrangean/Surrogate heuristic [Lorena and Pereira (2002) ], column generation [Pereira, Lorena and Senne (2007) ]. Considerable revision of this subject can be found in [Chung (1986) ], [Hale and Moberg (2003) ], [Serra and Marianov (2004) ] and [Galvão (2004) ].
In many studies involving location problems, the distance (or time) between demand points and the facilities to which they have been allocated is the factor that represents the quality of the services that are given to the users. However, when service networks are projected, as in health systems or banking, the location of service centers has a strong influence on the congestion of each of them, and, consequently, the quality of services must be better defined and not only considering the travel distance or time. The centers must be located to allow the users to arrive at the center in an acceptable time, but it is desirable that the waiting time for service be no longer than a given time limit or that nobody stands in line with more than a predetermined number of other clients. These are important parameters in the measure of the desired quality [Marianov and Serra (1998) ].
Congestion happens when a service center is not able to deal, simultaneously, with all the service requests that are made to it. Normally, the traditional models that deal with congestion include a capacity constraint, which forces the demand for service, normally constant in time and equal to an average, to be smaller than the maximum capacity of the center all the time. This is a deterministic approach to the problem, not considering the dynamic nature of the congestion. Depending on how the capacity constraint is developed, this means that the solution model produces idle servers, or results in a system that is not able to deal with all the demand Serra (1998) (2001) ].
[ Marianov and Serra (1998) ] have proposed models based on the fact that the number of requests for services are not constant in time, but a stochastic process whose stochasticity of demand is explicitly considered in the capacity constraints. Instead of being limited to a maximum value, the authors define a minimum limit for the quality of the service reflected in the waiting time or the number of people waiting for service. The authors have developed the Queuing Maximal Covering LocationAllocation Model (QM-CLAM). Good reviews of the probabilistic models can be found in [Galvão (2004) ] and [Brotcorne, Laporte and Semet (2003) ].
[Correa and Lorena (2006) ] have applied the Constructive Genetic Algorithm (CGA) in the QM-CLAM. The CGA works with a population formed by schemata (incomplete solutions) and structures (the complete solution), with the traditional operators: selection, recombination and mutation. The CGA differs from a classical GA in the way it evaluates the schemata, in its capacity to use heuristics to define the fitness evaluation function, and in its treatment of a dynamic population. A dynamic population is initially formed only by schemata, but may be enlarged after the use of recombination operators, or made smaller along the generations, guided by an evolutionary parameter. The dynamic population is built, generation after generation, by directly searching for well-adapted structures (a complete solution) and also for good schemata [(Lorena and Furtado (2001) ] [Oliveira and Lorena (2004) ] [Oliveira and Lorena (2005) ].
The purpose of this paper is to examine the QM-CLAM with one server per service center and present a solution using a hybrid heuristic called Clustering Search (CS), which was proposed by Lorena (2004) (2007) ]. The CS consists of detecting promising areas of the search space, using an algorithm that generates solutions to be clustered. These promising areas may then be explored through local search methods as soon as they are discovered. The CS results are compared with those obtained by CGA and by the heuristic proposed by [Marianov and Serra (1998) ].
The commercial solver CPLEX [ILOG (2006) ] has been used to approximately solve the formulation for all problems, in order to validate the computational results of CS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a mathematical formulation for QM-CLAM. Section 3 describes the heuristic that was used in this paper, and section 4 present the CS applied to QM-CLAM. Section 5 presents the computational results and section 6 concludes the paper.
QM-CLAM
The traditional Maximum Covering Location Problem (MCLP) proposed by [Church and ReVelle (1974) ] cannot be used to deal with the congestion constraints, because there are no allocation variables. So, it is impossible to compute the requests for services that arrive at a center, and, consequently, to determine when congestion occurs. Thus, the MCLP has been rewritten as a p-median-like model, modified to accommodate the location and allocation variables. The objective is to maximize the covered population, considering a predefined number of service centers (p).
An integer linear programming formulation for the QM-CLAM is obtained by introducing the following variables. Let y j = 1 if a center is located at a node j and y j = 0 otherwise; x ij = 1 if the users located at demand node i are allocated to a center located at j, and x ij = 0 otherwise. We consider i ∈ I and j ∈ N i , such that I is a set of demand nodes, and N i is either a set of candidate locations that are within a standard distance from node i, or the set of candidate locations which can be reached from node i within a certain standard time. Let a i be the total population at demand node i. The formulation of the model is [Marianov and Serra (1998) 
The objective (1) maximizes the population allocated to a center. Constraint (2) defines that a demand point i can be allocated to a node j only if there is a center in j. Constraint (3) forces each demand node i to be allocated to at most one service center j. Constraints (4) ensure that each center has no more than b people on a line, with a probability of at least ϕ. Constraints (4a), make the total time spent by a user at a center j be shorter than, or equal to τ, with a probability of at least ϕ. Constraint (5) sets the number of centers to be located. Constraints (6) define the integrality requirements.
In order to write constraint (4), there is an assumption that requests for service at each demand node i appear according to a Poisson process with intensity f i . The service requests at a center are the union of the requests for service of the demand nodes, and they can be described as another stochastic process, equal to the sum of several Poisson processes, with intensity ω j :
which means that, if the variable x ij is one, node i is allocated to center j and the corresponding intensity f i will be included in the computation of ω j . The well-known results for a M/M/1 queuing system have been considered for each center and its allocated users [Larson and Odoni (1981) ]. An exponentially distributed service time, with an average rate µ j , has been considered in those models, where µ j ≥ ω j ; otherwise, the system does not reach the equilibrium. The QM-CLAM can be formally stated as:
The complete calculations can be found in Marianov and Serra (1998) . The QM-CLAM belongs to the NP-Complete class of problem [Pirkul and Schilling (1991) ]. Even when using commercial solvers, it is not always possible to find the optimal solution in a reasonable computational time, due to its classification and to the problem size. Therefore, alternative methods are investigated. In the next Section a solution based on the Clustering Search will be presented.
Clustering Search Method
The Clustering Search (CS), proposed by [Oliveira and Lorena (2004) (2007)], employs clustering for detecting promising areas of the search space. The sooner these strategic areas can be identified, the sooner a more accurate search strategy can be applied. An area can be seen as a search subspace defined by a neighborhood relationship in metaheuristic coding space. In the CS, a clustering process is executed simultaneously to a metaheuristic, identifying groups of solutions that deserve special attention.
The CS attempts to locate promising search areas by framing them by clusters. A cluster can be defined as a tuple G = {c; r; s} where c, r and s are, respectively, the center and the radius of the area, and a search strategy associated to the cluster. The center of the cluster is a solution that represents the cluster, identifying its location inside the search space. Initially, the centers of the clusters are obtained randomly; but progressively, they tend to fall along really promising points in the close subspace. The radius r establishes the maximum distance, starting from the center, for which a solution can be associated to the cluster. For example, in combinatorial optimization, r can be defined as the number of movements needed to change a solution into another one. The search strategy is a systematic search intensification, in which solutions of a cluster interact among themselves along the clustering process, generating new solutions.
The CS consists of four conceptually independent components with different attributions:
• search metaheuristc (SM);
• iterative clustering (IC);
• analyzer module (AM);
• local searcher (LS); Figure 1 shows the four components and the CS conceptual design. 
SM
The SM works as a full-time solution generator. The algorithm is executed independently of the remaining components and must be able to provide a continuous generation of solutions to the clustering process. Clusters are maintained, simultaneously, to represent these solutions.
The IC aims to gather similar solutions into groups, identifying a representative cluster center for them. To avoid extra computational effort, IC is designed as an online process, in which the clustering is progressively fed by solutions generated in each iteration of SM. A maximum number of clusters NC is an upper bound value that prevents an unlimited cluster creation. A distance metric must be defined, a priori, allowing a similarity measure for the clustering process.
The AM provides an analysis of each cluster, at regular intervals, indicating a probable promising cluster. A cluster density, δ i , is a measure that indicates the activity level inside the cluster. For simplicity, δ i counts the number of solutions generated by SM and allocated to the cluster i. Whenever δ i reaches a certain threshold, indicating that some information template has become predominantly generated by SM, that information cluster must be better investigated to accelerate the convergence process on it.
Finally, the LS is a local search module that provides the exploitation of a supposed promising search area framed by a cluster. This process is executed each time AM finds a promising cluster. LS can be considered as the particular search strategy associated with the cluster, i.e., a problem-specific local search to be applied to the cluster.
CS for QM-CLAM
A version of CS for the QM-CLAM is presented in this section. A solution was represented through a computational structure that contains the located centers, the allocation of the demand points and the objective value. The allocation procedure tests all the service centers defined by the solution and chooses one to allocate each demand point that satisfies: a) the coverage; b) its capacity; c) the service center that will have the minimum accumulated demand.
The whole CS pseudo-code for the QM-CLAM is presented in Figure 2 . The pseudocode shows where the different components of the procedure fit.
The component SM, responsible for generating solutions to the clustering process, was the metaheuristic Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [Feo and Resende (1995) ]. The GRASP is basically composed of two phases: a construction phase, in which a feasible solution is generated, and a local search phase, in which the constructed solution is improved. The construction phase of GRASP uses the steps 1 to 5 of the greedy heuristic reported in [Marianov and Serra (1998) ], but changes the way to locate a server in step 5. A candidate list (C) is built in step 1 with all candidate locations. A restrict candidate list (RCL) is built in step 5 with a percentage α of C (RCL = C*α), with the highest current total incoming call rate. One node is chosen randomly in the RCL. Steps 1 to 5 used in this phase are shown in Figure 3 .
The local search phase of GRASP uses the location-allocation heuristic, proposed by [Lorena and Pereira (2002) ]. The solutions obtained from the construction phase can be improved by searching for a new center in each covered area, swapping the current center by a allocated node of the same covered area, and changing the allocation solution, as shown in Figure 4 . The algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . That change may alter both allocation and the coverage of the QM-CLAM solution; so it is necessary to recalculate allocation.
The IC is the CS's core, working as a classifier, keeping in the system only relevant information, and guiding search intensification in the promising search areas. A maximum number of clusters (NC) is defined a priori. The i th cluster has its own center c i and a radius r, like the other clusters.
Heuristic
Step 1: Make a list of the candidate locations j (candidate list C), ordered by a decreasing call rate (each demand node is a potential center location). Call this list D j . For each candidate location, compute the right-hand side of equation (4) or (4a), depending on the model being utilized. For both equations, the right-hand side is initially computed using all previously known values of µ, b and ϕ (equation 4) or µ, b and τ (equation 4a). For each candidate location j, make a list of all demand nodes i within the standard distance, ordered by increasing distance to the candidate location. Call this list D ji .
Step 2: For each candidate location, make the current total incoming call rate equal zero (ω inc, j ).
Step 3: Starting with the first candidate location j on the list D j , add to its incoming call rate ω inc, j , the call rate f i of the first node on the list D ji . Then, add the call rate f i of the second node on the list D ji , then the third, and so on, until the point where adding any extra demand node would exceed the limit value of calls ω inc, .
Temporarily allocate all these demand nodes to a hypothetical service center at node j.
Step 4: Repeat step 3 for all nodes in list D j . Note that the same demand node could be temporarily allocated to several candidate locations.
Step 5: Locate a service center on the node chosen randomly within a percentage α of the highest current total incoming call rates. Take all demand nodes allocated to it out of all the lists D ji of all potential centers. Allocate them definitively to the located center.
Step 6: Repeat steps 2 to 5 until all available centers are located. End-Heuristic Solutions generated by GRASP (SM) are passed to IC that attempts to group these solutions as known information in a cluster, chosen according to a distance metric. The solution activates the closest center c i (cluster center that minimizes the distance metric), and a disturbance is applied to it. In this paper, the metric distance is the number of different located centers between the GRASP and the center of the cluster (a) Initial Solution (b) After reallocation solutions. When there are a larger number of different located centers between the GRASP and the cluster solution center it increases the dissimilarity. The disturbance is an assimilation process, in which the center of the cluster is updated by the new generated solution. In this paper, this process is the path-relinking method [Glover (1996) ], that generates several points (solutions) along the path that connects the solution generated by GRASP and the one in the center of the cluster. Since each point is evaluated by the objective function, the assimilation process itself is an intensification mechanism inside the clusters. The new center c i is the best-evaluated solution obtained in the path.
Path-relinking starts from two elite solutions. The first is the solution that comes from the SM component (s initial ). The second is the closest cluster center c i (s guide ). The procedure starts by computing the symmetric difference between the two solutions ∆(s initial , s guide ), i.e. the set of moves needed to reach s guide from s initial . A path of solutions is generated, linking s initial and s guide . At each step, the procedure examines all moves m ∈ ∆(s initial , s guide ) from the current solution s and selects the one which results in the best cost solution, applying the best move (m * ) to solution s (s⊕m * ). The set of available moves is updated. The procedure terminates when s guide is reached, i.e. when ∆(s initial , s guide ) = ∅. The best solution s * in this path is returned by the algorithm. In this paper, one move is to swap a median of the s initial by a median of the s guide , changing the allocation solution. Figure 6 illustrates the pseudo-code of the path-relinking and Figure 7 shows an example for a 30-node network with five service centers. where, NS is the number of solutions generated in the interval of analysis of the clusters, |C t | is the number of clusters in the iteration t, and PD is the desirable cluster density beyond the normal density, obtained if NS were equally divided to all clusters. The center of a promising cluster is improved through the LS. The AM also performs the cooling of all clusters, halving the λ i value.
The component LS is activated when the AM discovers a promising cluster. The LS implementation uses the idea behind the local search phase of GRASP, the locationallocation heuristic [Lorena and Pereira (2002) ], changing the way of searching for a new service center. Rather than swapping the current center by an allocated node of the same covered area, it swaps the current center by all node in the same covered area, changing the allocation solution, recalculating the coverage, and taking the best solution found as the new one. It permits searching for good solutions in different search spaces. After all, the LS applies the Swap2 heuristic (SW2) to all located centers, examining all possible swaps of two allocated and two non allocated demand points. The best one is performed and the process is repeated until no improvements occur. Therefore, the location-allocation heuristic searches for the best center location, and the Swap2 searches for the best allocation inside the best location found. After applying both heuristics, the cluster center is updated if the new solution is better than the previous one.
Computational Results
The CS was tested in the 30-node network provided by [Marianov and Serra (1998) ] and in 324-node and 818-node networks obtained from a geographical data base of São José dos Campos, Brazil. These two networks were increased by fictitious population for each demand point and they are available at http://www.lac.inpe.br/~lorena/instancias.html. The 30-node network is shown in Table 1 .
By varying the p, b, µ, ϕ e τ parameters, various problems have been created. The results from CS have been compared to the results obtained using the commercial solver CPLEX, version 10.0 [ILOG (2006)], from the CGA [Correa and Lorena (2006) ] and from the heuristic proposed by Marianov and Serra (1998) .
For the implementation of the QM-CLAM, the service centers are primary health care centers, with one physician at each center. Each demand point is also a potential center location (candidate location), and the distances are Euclidean. For the 30-node network, the following parameters were adopted: covered distance equaled to 1.5 miles; average service time (1/µ) was set at 20 minutes; call rates were set at 0.015 times the node population for the constrained queue length and 0.006 times the node population for the constrained waiting time, all defined in [Marianov and Serra (1998) ].
For the 324-node and 818-node networks, the following parameters were used: average service time (1/µ) was set at 15 minutes; call rates were set at 0.01 times the node population for both constrained queue length and constrained waiting time. For the 324-node network, covered distance equaled 250 meters, and for the 818-node, equaled 750 meters.
The problems were codified in the following way: number of points, number of centers, constraint type (0 for the constrained queue length and 1 for the constrained waiting time), number of people in line or waiting time, and probability. For example: 324_20_0_2_95, means there are 324 points, 20 centers, a constrained queue length, with a maximum of two people in line, with the probability of at least 95%. The CS code was written in Object Pascal. The times in tables are shown in seconds and were determined in a Pentium IV 3 GHz computer, with 1Gb of RAM memory. The times for the attainment of the CPLEX solutions were limited to 3 hours (10800 seconds). The instances marked with one * define a stop in the execution due to an out of memory error. Table 2 shows the results obtained for the 30-node network; Table 3 shows the results for the 324-node network and Table 4 , for the 818-node network. The values of Gap CPLEX equal to zero mean that the optimum was reached.
The results for the heuristic defined in [Marianov and Serra (1998) The results for the CGA and CS reflect fifty executions of each problem and are shown in four columns: the best value found (Best column), the average value (Average column), the average time (Time column) and the deviation (Dev column), that reflects, in percentage, the relative error between the best solution for the CGA or CS and the CPLEX, and is calculated by (CPLEX solution -Best solution)/(CPLEX solution). Therefore, the negative values of the deviations indicate that the best solution for the CS was better than the CPLEX solution. The values in boldface show the best solutions found.
The following values of parameters for CS were adjusted through several executions and are also based in [Oliveira and Lorena (2004) ]. The following parameters produced good results:
• number of solutions generated at each analysis of the clusters NS = 15;
• maximum number of clusters NC = 5;
• density pressure PD = 2;
In 75% of the cases, the full CS procedure found objective values that were better than those found by the GRASP alone (SM component of CS) for the 324-node network and in about 92% for the 818-node network. It shows that the other components of CS contribute substantially to improve the solution values.
As shown in Table 2 , for the 30-node network, CS found the optimal value in about 65% of the problems, considering the average results, and in about 81%, considering the best values, with better average time than CGA and CPLEX.
For the 324-node network, CPLEX found better results in 100% of the tests. However, it had found serious problems in two instances due to out of memory error, and it did not find the optimal value for three problems in three hours of execution. The running times of the CS were very competitive compared to CPLEX, with good solution values. CS found better results than the heuristic by Marianov and Serra (1998) and CGA.
For the 818-node network, the running times of the CS were very competitive as compared to the CPLEX, with better solution values in about 30% of the problems. CPLEX did not find the optimal value in about 46% of the instances tested in three hours of execution, and in some of them there were gaps above 100%. CS found the same optimal values as CPLEX with better computational times. CS also obtained better results than the heuristic by Marianov and Serra (1998) and CGA. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a solution for the Probabilistic Maximal Covering LocationAllocation Problem using Clustering Search (CS). The CS is a new method that has been applied with success in some combinatorial optimization problems, such as the pattern sequencing problem [ (Oliveira and Lorena (2004) ] and prize collecting traveling salesman problem [Chaves and Lorena (2005] .
The idea of the CS is to avoid applying a local search heuristic to all solutions generated by a metaheuristic, which can make the search process impracticable since it is time consuming, mainly when the heuristic has a high computational cost. The CS detects the promising regions in the search space during solution generation process, i.e., to detect promising regions becomes an interesting alternative in order to prevent the indiscriminate application of such heuristics. This paper reports results of different methods applied to QM-CLAM. CS got better results than others heuristics (CGA and the heuristic by Marianov and Serra) and it founds good values comparing to CPLEX. CS has two advantages over CPLEX: execution time, and the cost of a commercial solver.
The results show that the CS approach is competitive for the resolution of this problem in reasonable computational times. For some instances of 30-node and 818-node networks, the optimal values were found. Therefore, these results validate the CS application to the QM-CLAM.
Further studies can be done which analyze others metaheuristics to generate solutions for the clustering process of CS, such as the Ant Colony System, Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithm, and which implement new local search heuristics for the QM-CLAM. Moreover, larger instances of this model can be generated and solved. 
